Case Study

PSP Turns a Challenge
into a Standout Success
Tight Budget and Demanding Materials Are No Match for PSP

A Complicated Challenge

A retail design firm hired PSP initially for graphic elements
for their customer, Murphy USA, a builder of pop-up gas
stations in front of Walmart locations. The gas stations are
built in two halves and then shipped across the country
where they are bolted together on site. This can lead to
expansion, contraction, and settling in the walls known as
an “oil canning” effect.
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For this low-spend project, PSP printed a complexpatterned fabric wall covering to be applied directly
over sheet metal walls. When the customer’s installer
had difficulty getting patterns to match up, they at first
deemed it a problem with the print manufacturing.
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A Take-Charge Solution

Robbie McDaniel, PSP owner, investigated and found
quite a different situation: the design firm had multiple
vendors installing elements based on walls that were
warped due to the oil canning effect. PSP is known
for developing innovative solutions, and this was no
exception. Mr. McDaniel proposed that PSP become
the sole owner of the project, from purchasing and
print production to consolidation and installation.
“Here is what we’re going to do. We want to take
over the purchasing of everything that goes into
the grand opening package – and we’re not going
to charge you any more than you’re paying today.”
PSP gradually assumed responsibility for all of the
purchasing, redesigned some elements to optimize
flexibility in the field, and implemented a color
management system post-print production in which
they record by store, by panel, and guarantee a delta
of less than five on all of the panels for variation.

Success

PSP consolidated every element of the gas station
project in their facility, set up an online orders &
verification website, and streamlined production by
building 10 stores at a time and packing everything
into a grand-opening pallet.
Now, when Murphy’s USA launches a new gas station
location, they simply request a pallet through the
online store, and PSP ships it to the location, where
their team executes the installation based on a
manual produced in house. They then post photos
and completion reports on the website to verify each
flawless print installation.
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